


Always striving to be first to market with 
innovative parts, at ADD, we also strive for 
unrivaled fitment and quality. Each and every 
bumper we make is crafted fully in-house - 
made in America from start to finish. Bumper 
building may seem like an easy process to some, 
but we make sure to incorporate state of the 
art technologies for continuous improvement 
and excellence. What does a front bumper look 
like when it first enters our doors? The answer 
is simple - a 4x8 sheet of metal. Laser cutting 
and precision press breaking are what start to 
turn it into a recognizable piece.



An aggressive yet modern 
bumper design embraces 
the Tundra’s rugged and 
powerful exterior; provid-
ing a seamless fit. Not 

only does this front bumper add style to 
your truck, but it comes with additional 

protection and extreme utility. The pat-
ented universal light mount system allows 
for a 40-inch radius LED bar or up to 10 
cube lights to be securely mounted in the 
center of the bumper. Even more lighting 
options are available on the side panels, 
which allow for cube lights to be mounted.

2022-2023 TOYOTA TUNDRA STEALTH FIGHTER WINCH FRONT BUMPER



Upgrade to one of our tightest 
fitting bumpers that is synony-
mous with the Raptor in the off-
road community. This bumper 
was designed to closely follow 
the Raptor’s body lines, and pro-
vides better ground clearance 
and approach angle than the 
OEM bumper. The front of the 
bumper sticks out only 1/2-inch 
further than the OEM bumper 
in order to fit LED lights with-
in. The center light mount can 
accommodate either a 40-inch 
radius LED light bar, or up to 
10 LED cube lights. There are 
2 side mounts for Rigid 10-inch 
SR LED light bars on either side 
of the bumper for additional 
lighting. These mounts sit be-
hind satin black aluminum pan-
els with vented slots, so if you 
decide to not mount any side 
lights there are no empty holes 
in the bumper.
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2018-2023 JEEP JL/JT RUBICON/

MOJAVE STEALTH FIGHTER FULL 

LENGTH FRONT BUMPER + STEALTH 

FIGHTER REAR BUMPER



2022-2023 FORD BRONCO RAPTOR ROCK FIGHTER FRONT BUMPER

 



2021-2023 RAM 1500 TRX 

PHANTOM FRONT BUMPER + 

PHANTOM REAR BUMPER



2021-2023 FORD RAPTOR BOMBER FRONT BUMPER [RIGID]

+++
The ADD Bomber Front 
Bumper for the Ford Rap-
tor has been the king of 
aftermarket Raptor bum-
pers for years. We’ve 
brought the Bomber to the 
3rd-gen Raptor, keeping it 
true to it’s low-profile, ag-
gressive styling.

Constructed from plate 
steel and lightweight alu-
minum panels, the Bomber 
provides protection to your 
truck’s front end without 
compromising clearance. 
The 3/16-inch aluminum 
skid plate helps to ensure 
that the Bomber is lighter 
than the OEM bumper.

The Bomber Raptor Front Bumper is offered with three 
lighting options: 4 Rigid 360 6-inch light mounts, 3 
Baja Designs LP6 light mounts, or two 20-inch light 
bar mounts. Additionally, there are cube light mounts 
on each wing of the bumper to provide supplemental 
lighting options. The Bomber retains both the OEM tow 
hooks as well as the OEM parking sensors. The bumper 
is finished in a hammer black powder coating, while the 
aluminum panels and skid plate are finished in a black 
satin powder coat.



There is an available ADD PRO Bolt-On Light Hoop 
to maximize visibility on the trail in low-light con-
ditions. This hoop can mount four 6-inch round 
lights. Manufactured from the same .120-inch steel 
wall tubing, the hoop maintains the same low-pro-
file fitment as the rest of the bumper

2021-2023 FORD BRONCO ADD PRO BOLT-ON FRONT BUMPER



We are now able to react to your requests to bring 
back some of our Heritage Products, delivering 
them to our consumers on a made to order basis. 
Because we are also enthusiasts, it is important 
to us to support the makes and models ADD was 
built on and ensure the aftermarket support for 
these communities does not go extinct. We will 
be re-releasing products weekly with a heavy fo-
cus on prior generations of staple offroad trucks, 
such as the first generation Raptor. The Heritage 
Collection will feature many of our classic designs 
crafted with the same attention to detail and qual-
ity that you’ve come to expect and rely on from 
Addictive Desert Designs.
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2020 - 2022 CHEVY 2500/3500 BOMBER FRONT BUMPER



* * * 2 0 2 3  P R O D U C T  L O O K  B O O K 
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555 EAST QUEEN CREEK RD 

CHANDLER, ARIZONA 85286

[480] - 671 - 0820

SALES@ADDICTIVEDESERTDESIGNS.COM


